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6

SUMMARY7

8

The geodynamic evolution of Fennoscandia in northern Europe (Finland, Sweden, and Nor-9

way) is coined by ca. 3 Ga history of tectonic processes including continental growth in its cen-10

tral and eastern parts and Neogene uplift processes of the Scandinavian mountains (Scandes)11

located along its western edge. Many details are still under debate and we contribute with new12

findings from studying deep-seated seismic anisotropy. Using teleseismic waveforms of more13

than 260 recording stations (long-running permanent networks, previous temporary experi-14

ments and newly installed temporary stations) in the framework of the ScanArray experiment,15

we present the most comprehensive study to date on seismic anisotropy across Fennoscandia.16

The results are based on single and multi-event shear-wave splitting analysis of core refracted17

shear waves (SKS, SKKS, PKS, sSKS). The splitting measurements indicate partly complex,18

laterally varying multi-layer anisotropy for individual areas. Consistent measurements at per-19

manent and temporary recording stations over several years and for seismic events of specific20

source regions allow us to robustly constrain dipping anisotropic structures by adding system-21

atic forward modeling. Although the data coverage is partly limited to only few source regions,22
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our findings support concepts of continental growth due to individual episodes of (paleo-) sub-23

duction, each affecting a plunging of the anisotropic fast axis direction due to collisional defor-24

mation. Along the northern Scandes the fast axis direction (φ) is parallel to the mountain range25

(NE-SW), whereas a NNW-SSE trend dominates across the southern Scandes. In the south,26

across the Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone, a NW-SE trend of φ dominates which is parallel to this27

suture zone. The Oslo Graben is characterised by a NNE-SSW trend of φ. In northern Norway28

and Sweden (mainly Paleoproterozoic lithosphere), a dipping anisotropy with φ towards NE29

prevails. This stands in contrast to the Archean domain in the NE of our study region where φ30

is consistently oriented NNE-SSW. In the Finnish part of the Svecofennian domain, a complex31

two-layer anisotropy pattern is found which may be due to lateral variations around the seismic32

stations and which requires a higher data density than ours for a unique model building. Based33

on these findings our study demonstrates the importance of long recording periods (in the best34

case > 10 years) to obtain a sufficient data coverage at seismic stations, especially to perform35

meaningful structural modeling based on shear-wave splitting observations.36
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1 INTRODUCTION38

The present-day shape of the Fennoscandian peninsula was formed during several collision and39

rifting events within the last 3 Ga, each affecting comprehensive reworkings of the lithosphere and40

the surface (Fig. 1). A major tectonic episode, the Caledonian orogeny, was initiated around 50041

Ma ago by the closing of the Iapetus Ocean. In the following, the Caledonian mountain belt was42

formed due to the collision of the paleo-continents Laurentia and Baltica/Avalonia 430-410 Ma43

ago (e.g. McKerrow et al., 2000; Roberts, 2003; Torsvik & Cocks, 2005). Furthermore, it is well44

accepted that Baltica was partially subducted towards west beneath Laurentia during the orogene-45

sis (e.g. Krogh, 1977; Roberts, 2003; Gee et al., 2008). Finally, the opening of the North Atlantic46

Ocean around 55 Ma ago separated the Caledonides whose fragments at present are located along47

the western rim of Fennoscandia as well as in North America, Greenland and Scotland. Rem-48

nants of the mostly eroded Caledonides form part of the Scandinavian Mountains (Scandes) with49

large nappes covering the western edge of Baltica (Fig. 1, e.g. Gaál, 1986; Gaál & Gorbatschev,50
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1987). The Scandes are located at a passive continental margin which spans along the western rim51

of Fennoscandia, far away from active plate tectonics. However, the topography of the mountain52

chain with elevations of up to 2000-2500 m (especially in the south) is still higher than expected53

for such an old orogen (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2009) and therefore processes within the Earth’s mantle54

most likely play an important role in explaining the current shape of the Scandes (for a review55

see e.g. Maupin et al., 2013). Prior to the Caledonian orogeny, the Baltic Shield with its Archean,56

Svecofennian and Sveconorwegian provinces (Fig. 1) grew during several collisional phases in-57

cluding the accretion of individual micro-plates and oceanic arcs (e.g. Gaál & Gorbatschev, 1987;58

Lahtinen et al., 2005; Korja et al., 2006). Dipping reflectors observed in reflection seismic pro-59

files were partly interpreted as relicts of paleo-subduction (e.g. BABEL Working Group, 1990;60

Balling, 2000, see “sawtooth” lines in Fig. 1). In the southwest the Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone61

(STZ) separates the Precambrian Baltic Shield from the Phanerozoic terranes of Central Europe62

(e.g. Berthelsen, 1992; Zielhuis & Nolet, 1994). The generally NW-SE oriented STZ represents63

the northwestern extension of the Trans-European Suture Zone (TESZ) that resulted from the col-64

lision of Baltica with Avalonia around 450 Ma ago after the closing of the Tornquist Sea (e.g.65

Pharaoh, 1999; Torsvik & Rehnström, 2003, see also Fig. 1 right). Each of these events caused a66

characteristic signature of deformation due to compressional or extensional regimes.67

Seismic anisotropy is one of the key tools to investigate dynamic-driven processes in the68

Earth’s interior. In this context the anisotropic signatures can provide valuable information about69

current and past deformation processes or mantle flow in the Earth’s crust as well as the upper and70

lowermost mantle (e.g. Babus̆ka & Cara, 1991; Savage, 1999; Fouch & Rondenay, 2006; Long &71

Silver, 2009).72

A shear-wave that propagates through a volume of anisotropic material is split into two or-73

thogonally polarized shear-waves that travel with different speeds, polarized in the fast and slow74

directions of the medium (Silver & Chan, 1991; Savage, 1999; Long & Silver, 2009). The az-75

imuthal orientation of the fast polarization axis direction (φ) and the delay time (δt), accumulated76

between the two split waves, are known as the splitting parameters. They can be measured at a77

seismic recording station at the Earth’s surface. Commonly core-refracted shear-waves like SKS,78
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SKKS or PKS are used to constrain the anisotropy. Their radial polarization after the P-to-S conver-79

sion at the core-mantle boundary (CMB) ensures that the splitting, if observed, is generated on the80

receiver side of the travel path. Furthermore, the initial polarization of core-refracted phases co-81

incides with the event backazimuth (BAZ) and is therefore a known quantity (e.g. Savage, 1999).82

Due to their nearly vertical propagation paths, splitting measurements of these phases made at83

dense recording networks provide very good lateral resolution. In contrast, the depth location of84

the anisotropic medium between CMB and surface cannot be determined from individual splitting85

observations alone. Comparisons with estimates from surface wave data (e.g. Zhu & Tromp, 2013;86

Yuan & Beghein, 2014) as well as discrepancies between phases measured in the same seismogram87

(e.g. SKS and SKKS), however, can give us a hint toward the depth range of the anisotropy (e.g.88

Hall et al., 2004; Lynner & Long, 2012; Grund & Ritter, 2019). Additionally, more recent work89

demonstrates that it is also possible to determine some depth constraints based on finite frequency90

splitting analysis (Mondal & Long, 2019, 2020).91

Although splitting measurements are often associated with only a single, horizontal layer of92

anisotropy, variations of φ and δt with respect to the backazimuth and incidence angle indicate93

more complex structures (e.g. Silver & Savage, 1994; Hartog & Schwartz, 2000; Marson-Pidgeon94

& Savage, 2004). Depending on the structural complexity, characteristic patterns of measured ap-95

parent splitting parameters allow to identify the underlying anisotropy. Seismic anisotropy studies96

can therefore be used to reveal past (and current) episodes of deformation within the different97

provinces of Fennoscandia.98

Here we use the massive seismological data set acquired within the framework of the ScanAr-99

ray initiative (Fig. 2a) to study seismic anisotropy of the lithosphere-asthenosphere system beneath100

Fennoscandia. The aims are to find anisotropy structures which can be related to past deformation101

processes as well as present asthenospheric flow pattern. The station coverage allows us to explore102

areas without previous splitting observations as well as use long-term observations at permanent103

stations which were not fully studied up to now. From the long-term recordings we expect split-104

ting observations from different azimuths to test existing simple models based on few observations105

and to derive, if necessary, more complex models including lateral variations and inclined layer106
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geometries. In this way the above described geodynamic setting will be validated, improved, and107

refined.108

We conducted a systematic shear-wave splitting analysis at 266 seismic broadband stations109

located across whole Fennoscandia and surrounding countries. For permanent stations, that were110

previously analyzed, now additional 10 more years of continuous data are available in some cases.111

With 6467 uniformly processed single-event shear-wave splitting measurements (1772 splits and112

4695 nulls) and 154 multi-event measurements (stacked splitting results of poor quality) we are113

able to constrain so far poorly or completely unresolved features related to tectonic deformation114

in this area. Furthermore, some blank spots along the northern Scandes are explored for the first115

time. At several stations (mostly long-running permanent ones) we can clearly model the observa-116

tions with a dipping anisotropic fabric (only based on shear-wave splitting measurements). Strong117

indicators for laterally varying anisotropy around the single stations are also found for individual118

areas. Splitting measurements at some of the stations also show characteristics of a two-layer sys-119

tem. However, for these we cannot fully resolve a unique model that can explain both, the fast axis120

orientations and delay times simultaneously. Together with new constraints from other method-121

ologies based on ScanArray data, the observations will allow to increase our knowledge regarding122

the tectonic evolution of Fennoscandia.123

2 PREVIOUS ANISOTROPY STUDIES124

The anisotropic structure beneath Fennoscandia and neighboring terranes, including the most west-125

ern parts of the East European Craton (EEC) and the STZ suture zone, were repeatedly a subject of126

research in the last two decades. In this context shear-wave splitting studies were mostly conducted127

in specific tectonically and geologically interesting areas with data of temporary seismological ex-128

periments. Fig. S8 (see Supporting Information) gives an overview of past shear-wave splitting129

studies in Scandinavia including the projects SVEKALAPKO in southern and central Svecofen-130

nia/Finland (Vecsey et al., 2007), LAPNET in northern Finland (Vinnik et al., 2014), MAGNUS,131

SCANLIPS, SCANLIPS2 (Roy & Ritter, 2013) and TOR (Wylegalla et al., 1999; Plomerová132

et al., 2002a) as well as measurements at seismic stations of the Swedish National Seismic Net-133
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work (SNSN, Eken et al., 2010) and single measurements from some other stations (Vinnik et al.,134

1992; Wüstefeld et al., 2010) of the early Global Digital Seismograph Network (GDSN). Besides135

shear-wave splitting, partly also P-wave analysis and surface wave data were used to constrain the136

anisotropic pattern (e.g. Plomerová et al., 2002b; Pedersen et al., 2006). For larger scales, the mea-137

sured shear-wave splitting parameters can be compared with seismic anisotropy models that cover138

most parts of Europe (e.g. Zhu & Tromp, 2013; Zhu et al., 2015). Partly contradictory explanations139

were found for the observed anisotropy, ranging from the mostly preferred theory of fossil frozen-140

in anisotropy, represented by spatially varying signatures across the different accreted terranes of141

Fennoscandia (Plomerová et al., 2001; Plomerová et al., 2002a; Plomerová et al., 2006; Vecsey142

et al., 2007; Eken et al., 2010; Plomerová et al., 2011; Munzarová et al., 2018), to multi-layered143

anisotropy with contributions also from asthenospheric mantle flow in northern Finland (Vinnik144

et al., 2014). For southern Norway complex and deeply located anisotropy was inferred (Roy &145

Ritter, 2013) based on large delay times and varying fast axis orientations. Measurements at tem-146

porary stations along or close to the STZ mostly offered fast axis orientations parallel to the strike147

of the suture (Wylegalla et al., 1999) which may be related to the collisional processes between148

Avalonia and Baltica.149

3 DATA AND METHODS150

3.1 Seismic networks and data coverage151

We analyzed data of in total 266 seismic broadband recording stations for shear-wave splitting152

(Fig. 2a). Most stations were part of the international ScanArray initiative which includes the tem-153

porary deployments ScanArray Core (Thybo et al., 2012; Grund et al., 2017a), Neonor2 (Grad-154

mann et al., 2014) and SCANLIPS3D (England et al., 2015). The inter-station distance was typi-155

cally less than 50 km. Besides these three newly recorded data sets, we re-examined some stations156

of the temporary MAGNUS project (Weidle et al., 2010) to ensure a consistent data processing157

for later comparison. At MAGNUS stations shear-wave splitting was previously studied by Roy &158

Ritter (2013). Furthermore, high-quality data of several permanent networks in Fennoscandia and159

surrounding countries were analyzed (136 stations). At permanent stations, that were also studied160
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in the past, the analysis was continued with more recent recordings. Data coverage ranges from161

only a few months (some temporary deployments) up to more than 15 years at permanent stations,162

especially in Finland and Norway. For most stations of ScanArray Core the recording times ranged163

between two and four years. From the Swedish National Seismic Network (SNSN, 1904) a limited164

subset of four years of restricted data was examined (2012-2016), however, some open stations165

available from ORFEUS were analyzed for longer periods. This represents a continuation of the166

work done by Eken et al. (2010) for the period 2002-2008, however, in the meanwhile several new167

recording stations were installed within the SNSN network.168

Based on the Global CMT catalog (Dziewoński et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) we selected169

around 3000 teleseismic earthquakes with moment magnitude Mw 5.5 or greater at epicentral170

distances between 80◦ and 140◦. All events have hypocenter depths> 20 km and occurred between171

March 1998 and October 2017. After applying strict quality criteria (see below), the recordings of172

541 events allowed to make at least one reliable splitting measurement at any of the studied seismic173

stations (Fig. 2b). In Fennoscandia the data coverage in general is dominated by events located174

between Indonesia and the Eastern Pacific region as well as South and Central America. Depending175

on the individual recording periods of the stations also waveforms are available of a few events176

from the South Sandwich Island area as well as one event (with in total four reliable measurements)177

from beneath Big Island (Hawai’i) in 2006. For backazimuthal directions in between, no data for178

the selected criteria are available which is mainly caused by the uneven distribution of global179

seismicity preferentially located along deep subduction zone systems and plate boundaries. The180

largest backazimuthal gap ranges from around 110◦ to 200◦ (Fig. 2b).181

3.2 Single- and multi-event splitting measurements182

Prior to the splitting analysis we applied a zero-phase butterworth band-pass filter (5 s - 15 s) to183

remove noise and frequencies of no interest from the waveforms. Partly the corner periods were184

slightly adjusted to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and improve the waveform clarity as185

done in previous work (e.g. Eakin et al., 2016; Grund, 2017; Grund & Ritter, 2019). Measurements186

for which a clear discrepancy in splitting intensity (Chevrot, 2000; Deng et al., 2017) between SKS187
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and SKKS for the same source-receiver configuration was observed were removed from the data188

set since they are assumed to be contaminated by contributions from anisotropy in the lowermost189

mantle beneath Siberia and the Atlantic (Grund & Ritter, 2019).190

Splitting measurements of single-phase arrivals (SKS, SKKS, PKS, sSKS) were conducted with191

the SplitLab toolbox (Wüstefeld et al., 2008). We simultaneously applied two different analysis192

approaches, namely the rotation-correlation method (hereinafter RC, e.g. Bowman & Ando, 1987)193

and the energy minimization method (SC, Silver & Chan, 1991) to determine the two splitting194

parameters, fast direction φ and delay time δt. Possible sensor misorientations were corrected by195

comparing the SC and RC outputs (e.g. Tian et al., 2011; Grund & Ritter, 2019; Grund, 2019b).196

Determined misorientations for ScanArray stations can be found in Grund et al. (2017a) and Table197

S1 (Supporting Information). For the analyzed MAGNUS stations we considered the previously198

identified sensor misalignments listed in Wawerzinek (2012).199

Only measurements for which both methods agreed within their error bounds (95% confidence200

region, corresponding to 2σ), for which the deviations of the initial polarization from the backaz-201

imuth were less than ± 10◦ and which have SNRs larger than 5 were considered (e.g. Long &202

Silver, 2009). Depending on the errors, we ranked measurements of clearly split phases as good203

(95% confidence region of up to ± 15◦ in φ and ± 0.2 s in δt) or fair (± 25◦ in φ and ± 0.5 s204

in δt). A waveform example is shown in Fig. 3. Phase arrivals with an SNR of greater than 5 on205

the radial component, nearly no signal (except the background noise) on the transverse compo-206

nent, and (nearly) linear particle motion before the correction for splitting are indicative for the207

absence of splitting. According to the split phases we classified these so-called null measurements208

as good or fair (Wüstefeld & Bokelmann, 2007), depending on the noise level on the transverse209

component and the linearity of the particle motion (a corresponding waveform example can be210

found in Fig. S9, Supporting Information). The uncertainties were calculated using the corrected211

and updated formulation of Walsh et al. (2013) as implemented in the SplitLab plugin Stack-212

Split (Grund, 2017). StackSplit was also used to calculate in total 154 multi-event splitting results213

from low-quality measurements at several stations using the energy surface stacking technique214

(WS, Wolfe & Silver, 1998, see Table S2). However, due to partly strong directional variations215
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of the splitting parameters, we only stacked measurements (if enough were available) within 5◦216

bins with respect to backazimuth and epicentral distance (detailed information can be found in217

the Supporting Information). By this it was possible to increase the number of measurements at218

some stations. Although it was inferred that simple averaging gives similar results if φ and δt219

are invariant with respect to the backazimuth (Kong et al., 2015), the WS method further allows220

us to directly calculate formal errors from the stacking procedure. Exemplary diagnostic plots of221

multi-event measurements can be found in Fig. S1 of the Supporting Information as well. In the222

following only the SC (single splits) and WS results are shown.223

4 SHEAR-WAVE SPLITTING RESULTS224

4.1 General trends and geographical variations225

From the systematic shear-wave splitting analysis in total we received 1772 measurements of226

clearly split phases and almost two and a half times more null observations (4695). As mentioned227

before, discrepant pairs are not included (Grund & Ritter, 2019) in this data set. The individ-228

ual splitting measurements are summarized in Fig. 4. The average fast polarization direction has229

roughly a NE-SW orientation for this data set. However, in a histogram representation the data230

reveals a clear trimodal distribution (Fig 5) for the fast axis φ with the three peaks at around −75◦231

(WNW-ESE), 22◦ (NNE-SSW) and 75◦ (ENE-WSW). In contrast, the delay times δt are almost232

evenly distributed around the average value of 1.04 s with a slight trend to larger values (Fig 5).233

This is consistent with the globally observed average delay times of around 1 s for continental234

regions (e.g. Silver, 1996; Fouch & Rondenay, 2006).235

If only results of stations in specific geographic areas are considered, clear lateral variations236

become obvious (especially for φ). For instance, in central and northern Norway/Sweden the dom-237

inant directions of φ with 55◦-75◦ are close to the strike of the Scandinavian mountains. The av-238

erage φ for stations located in the area with the highest topography of the Scandes in southern239

Norway, however, shows a trend of around −10◦. In contrast, southern Finland seems to be a more240

complex area with a clear bimodal distribution for φ (Fig 5). The delay times for all regions show241
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only slight variations and contribute similarly to the overall (unimodal) trend of the whole data set242

presented in the top row of Fig 5.243

At several recording stations, both temporary as well as long-running permanent ones, only244

nulls are observed for all phase arrivals (Fig. 4). However, this does not necessarily mean that the245

structure beneath the corresponding station is purely isotropic. Nulls can also be indicative for246

scenarios in which the initial polarization of the shear-wave is parallel to the fast axis φ of the247

anisotropic medium (or perpendicular to it) or that the splitting is cancelled out due to multiple248

layers of anisotropy (e.g. Barruol & Hoffmann, 1999). Furthermore, it could be possible that the249

results obtained from waveforms with some energy on the transverse component did not meet the250

appropriate quality criteria we applied during the pre-processing. However, it is not possible to251

clearly identify regions with only null observations. It seems that most nulls are distributed across252

central and northern Sweden and Norway (Fig. 4).253

4.2 Stereoplot representation254

Besides the clear lateral variations of φ between different areas in the study region (Fig 5), varia-255

tions at several stations themselves can be observed in Fig. 4. These can be most easily visualized256

by so-called stereoplots in which the splitting parameters of each individual station are plotted as257

a function of backazimuth (clockwise direction from north) and incidence angle (radial axis). An258

overview of the direction-dependencies (based on different event source regions) in map-view is259

contained in the Supporting Information (Figs. S10 to S15).260

Based on their stereoplot patterns we divided the splitting characteristics of the 266 analyzed261

stations into four different classes:262

(i) simple (no or only negligible backazimuthal variations), 109 stations263

(ii) complex (strong variations of φ and/or δt with backazimuth), 53 stations264

(iii) null (dominated by nulls), 63 stations265

(iv) poor (less than five good/fair split or null measurements are available), 41 stations.266

In Fig. 6 we present exemplary stereoplots of six different recording stations located across267

the study region (highlighted by blue circles in Fig. 2) that were classified into the first three268
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categories. Stereoplots for all analyzed stations (including stations ranked poor) can be found in269

the Supporting Information. The top row shows two examples of the first class with relatively270

simple splitting characteristics and negligible azimuthal variability. At permanent station HAMF271

we observe a bunch of consistent splits (similar φ and δt) for phase arrivals in the northeastern272

quadrant (backazimuths of 0◦ to 90◦). Although no splits were measured in the other quadrants,273

the locations of nulls along the orientation of φ and nearly perpendicular to it, allow to characterize274

the anisotropy beneath the station by a single horizontal layer (e.g. Silver & Savage, 1994).275

A similar pattern (but with different φ and δt) was observed at temporary station NWG28276

(MAGNUS project) that was installed in southern Norway. However, one further split with con-277

sistent φ and δt was measured in the southwestern quadrant. In contrast, nulls were only found for278

the direction perpendicular to the dominant orientation of φ in the northeastern and southwestern279

quadrants.280

The middle row of Fig. 6 displays splitting results for two stations at which we observe com-281

plex splitting patterns with mostly significant azimuthal variability. While the orientations of φ282

at permanent station VAF can be clearly divided into three backazimuthal domains, each with283

an individual dominant direction (∼ 70◦: bluish color, ∼ 5◦: greenish and ∼ −60◦: orange), the284

corresponding delay times are nearly constant except for the waves from western directions with285

slightly larger values. In between several nulls are located without a clear first-order trend.286

At temporary station SA64 the variation is not as significant as at station VAF, however, the287

color-coding indicates a slight rotation of φ towards ∼ 30◦ for backazimuths around 90◦. The288

delay times show no significant variability. Besides the robust v-shaped pattern formed by the289

two groups of splits (for details see Supporting Information, Figs. S3 and S5), measured nulls are290

mostly located between them and in the southwestern quadrant.291

The stereoplots shown in the bottom row of Fig. 6 represent two stations at which we did292

not observe any splitting. This means that for all shear-wave splitting measurements clear nulls293

were determined independent from the backazimuth. However, as mentioned before, this does not294

necessarily mean that the sampled structures beneath the station are of isotropic character.295

Displaying the different stereoplots in map view allows us to identify areas of similar splitting296
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character and therefore abrupt or smooth lateral inter-station variations. In Fig 7 we highlight our297

findings for southern Norway, Sweden and northern Denmark (an overview for the area of southern298

Finland can be found in Fig. S16 of the Supporting Information). Here we can clearly divide the299

splitting patterns into two groups. While southern Norway on average is dominated by a fast axis300

direction of around 0◦ to −20◦ (teal area), south-east of this group towards southwestern Sweden301

the orientation of φ slightly rotates toward −60◦ (orange area). In general, this orientation matches302

quite well with the strike of the STZ. A significant change can be observed for station BSD where303

the orientation of φ is aligned in almost N-S direction. This is very similar to the findings of304

Wylegalla et al. (1999) and therefore supports the interpretation that the orientation of φ is most305

probably related to the N-S striking segment of the STZ in this area (Fig 7).306

The observations at the stations of NORSAR (Fig. 7a) are mostly dominated by null measure-307

ments from different directions. Partly consistent splits can only be observed at stations NC204,308

NBO00, NC303 and NC405. However, for NC204 and NC303 the majority of nulls corresponds309

to backazimuth directions which are nearly perpendicular to the measured fast axis orientation.310

Furthermore, the perpendicular-to-backazimuth direction for these nulls is close to the general311

fast direction of the nearby teal region. This allows us to assume that a simple horizontal layer312

of anisotropy is responsible for the observed splitting. Moreover, it seems that a robust determi-313

nation of multi-layer anisotropy scenarios at the long-running NORSAR stations (1998-2017),314

using only core refracted shear-waves, is quite impossible due to the unfavorable distribution of315

seismicity and resulting gaps in the backazimuthal data coverage (Fig. 2). The pattern at the long-316

running permanent station KONO, located southwest of NORSAR at the western rim of the Oslo317

Graben (Fig 7b), only differs significantly at certain backazimuths in comparison to the surround-318

ing stations. The dominant fast axis orientations vary between 10◦ and 45◦. Nevertheless, these are319

consistent within narrow backazimuthal ranges and point towards a more complex scenario (see320

modeling below).321

For stations at which no (or only negligible) backazimuthal variations were found (class 1),322

we calculated station averages for φ and δt using the WS method as implemented in StackSplit323

(see Supporting Information). By this we get for each of the corresponding stations a single set324
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of splitting parameters which characterize a single horizontal layer of anisotropy. However, due to325

backazimuthal gaps in the data, we cannot fully rule out that a more complex anisotropic struc-326

ture is located beneath the stations. For stations belonging to the second group (“complex”) we327

performed detailed forward modeling. Stations sorted into the last class (poor) were discarded328

for further analysis since the data availability does not allow an adequate modeling of anisotropic329

structure. Null stations were also not modeled but integrated in the final discussion and interpreta-330

tion.331

5 MODELING OF COMPLEX SPLITTING PATTERNS332

In order to constrain the underlying anisotropy system for stations sorted into class 2 (complex), we333

performed systematic forward modeling using the MATLAB Seismic Anisotropy Toolkit (MSAT,334

Walker & Wookey, 2012). For this purpose we first pre-computed synthetic splitting parameters for335

shear-waves of 8 s dominant period (typical for the recorded SKS, SKKS, PKS and sSKS phases)336

that propagate through models consisting of two anisotropic layers or one layer with a dipping337

symmetry axis (technical details can be found in the Supporting Information). Two-layer models,338

for instance, may represent a continental lithospheric layer dominated by fossil frozen-in seis-339

mic anisotropy atop an asthenospheric layer that reflects anisotropy induced by current horizontal340

mantle flow. Inclined structures related to relicts of paleo-subduction may be characterized by341

models with a dipping symmetry axis. Although this modeling approach is based on ray theory342

and generally ignores important seismic wave properties like finite-frequency effects, the results343

provide valuable information about potential first-order anisotropy characteristics beneath a seis-344

mic recording station (e.g. Walker & Wookey, 2012; Aragon et al., 2017).345

In most cases the model-fit is based on a limited backazimuthal range which preferentially

contains a large number of observations. This allows us to constrain a model for a specific backaz-

imuthal region, even if the splitting pattern indicates additional lateral variations. To find for each

station a model that best fits the data the minimum root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the
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predicted splitting parameters and the measured values was determined using:

RMSE =

√
1

i
(x21 + x22 + ...+ x2i ) (1)

with i representing the number of measured data points and x the difference between model curve346

and each individual data point. Following Liddell et al. (2017) the misfits for φ (RMSEφ) and δt347

(RMSEδt) were normalized separately by the maximum observed value (90◦ for φ and 4 s for δt) to348

ensure that both RMSE values equally contribute to the overall misfit (RMSEtot). Thus, RMSEtot349

is a dimensionless quantity.350

In Fig. 8 we show exemplary modeling results for three stations (highlighted by orange circles351

in Fig. 2) at which a dipping structure represents the most plausible model-fit (lowest RMSE) based352

on an observational backazimuthal limitation indicated as white sector in the stereoplots. The full353

range of tested models can be found in the Supporting Information. Although only limited data354

contributes to the model, the v-shaped pattern indicative for a dip of the anisotropy fast axis as well355

as the predicted locations of nulls, are confidently reproduced by the best-fit parameter set which356

in these three cases corresponds to relatively steeply dipping layers with dip directions towards357

north-east (Fig. 8, bottom row). Furthermore, the layer dip as well as the down-dip directions358

are quite robustly determined at all three stations (Fig. 8, middle row). None of the tested two-359

layer models is able to explain the observed splitting parameters at these stations in a similar way.360

Further details about the modeling of other stations and possible non-uniquenesses are discussed361

by Grund (2019b).362

In Fig. 9 we summarize our modeling results for all recording stations together with the major363

tectonic units of Fennoscandia. Modeling details for each station can be found in Table S3 in the364

Supporting information. Besides areas in which simple splitting pattern allowed to calculate sta-365

tion averages using the method of Wolfe & Silver (1998), for some regions the observed splitting366

can be robustly modeled with a dipping symmetry axis, similar to the examples presented in Fig.367

8 for stations OUL, TRO and RATU. Stations at which a complex splitting pattern did not allow to368

quantify a unique model are highlighted as red dots. Here, partly two-layer characteristics are ob-369
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served which, however, cannot be explained simultaneously by delay time and fast axis orientation370

(see following sections).371

6 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION372

While structural models with two stacked horizontal anisotropic layers are often used to explain373

variations of the splitting parameters with backazimuth (e.g. Silver & Savage, 1994; Levin et al.,374

1999; Currie et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2014), the detection of systems with a dipping symmetry375

axis from shear-wave splitting measurements alone is limited to only few studies (e.g. Hartog &376

Schwartz, 2000; Hicks et al., 2012; Liddell et al., 2017). There are many more cases in which a dip377

of the symmetry axis was inferred by the joint inversion of different body wave types, especially378

for some areas of the Fennoscandian Peninsula (e.g. Babuška et al., 1993; Plomerová et al., 2006;379

Vecsey et al., 2007).380

6.1 Can the splitting patterns be associated with tectonic units and events?381

Discussing the modeling results in the context of the tectonic and geological evolution of Fennoscan-382

dia (Fig. 9) allows us to associate some of the splitting characteristics with past deformation events.383

6.1.1 Southern Norway, northern Denmark and western Sweden (55◦N - 62◦N)384

The simple pattern for most stations located in southern Norway, northern Denmark and western385

Sweden allowed us to calculate station averages for φ and δt, although the data coverage is mostly386

limited to two quadrants in stereoplot view (Fig. 7) and, therefore, more complex models cannot387

fully be ruled out. As indicated before, the orientation of φ smoothly rotates from around 0◦ to388

−20◦ in southern Norway to a −60◦ orientation further east (Sveconorwegian domain, orange)389

which is parallel to the dominant strike of the STZ. This suture zone is related to the collision of390

Avalonia and Baltica which caused large-scale deformation in the crust and mantle (e.g. Torsvik &391

Rehnström, 2003). The estimated width of the STZ is still under debate. Kind et al. (1997) observe392

a sharp (∼ 5 km) change in phase conversions of teleseismic waves at the Moho across the STZ.393

Teleseismic travel time residuals also indicate a rather sharp lithospheric change (Pedersen et al.,394
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1999). This observation is in contrast to active source experiments which indicate a wider transition395

zone (Eugeno-S Working Group, 1988). A summary of the width of this deformation zone can be396

found in Gregersen et al. (2002) who also favour a sharp transition. Although the seismic properties397

constrained by tomographic images in general offer differences between the Proterozoic Europe398

and the Precambrian Baltic Shield (e.g. Zielhuis & Nolet, 1994), more recent regional studies399

(based on P- and S-waves) consistently show a sharp contrast for seismic velocities that separates400

southern Norway and northern Denmark from shield areas east of the Oslo Graben (Medhus et al.,401

2009, 2012; Wawerzinek et al., 2013). This transition zone roughly coincides with the observed402

rotation of φ and stretches nearly in N-S direction across the Oslo Graben area. The anisotropic403

signatures at stations located on both sides of the STZ in Denmark and southwestern Sweden,404

however, do not differ significantly. The delay times observed for southern Norway (averages of405

0.7 s to 1 s) are generally smaller than the previously reported values by Roy & Ritter (2013).406

However, for some stations δt is up to 1.5 s on average (Fig. 9). Since these values significantly407

exceed the typically observed magnitude for crustal anisotropy of 0.2 s to 0.3 s (Crampin & Booth,408

1985; Barruol & Mainprice, 1993), a strong contribution from deeper structures such as the mantle409

lithosphere is necessary to explain the relatively large delay times. This is supported by a similar410

pattern (φ and δt) that was previously observed based on data of the temporary TOR experiment411

and that was associated with vertically coherent deformation of the lithosphere (Wylegalla et al.,412

1999). With our increased data coverage, being available now, this spatial correlation becomes413

more obvious.414

While generally similar orientations for φ were observed in the past at station KONO (Vinnik415

et al., 1992; Wylegalla et al., 1999; Roy & Ritter, 2013), the characteristic v-shaped pattern in416

the stereoplot (Fig. 7b) for the northeastern quadrant has not been documented so far. The forma-417

tion of the Oslo Graben was accompanied by several epsiodes of compressional and extensional418

deformation related to changing stress fields (Heeremans et al., 1996). In the case of vertically419

coherent deformation of the crust and upper mantle caused by rifting, φ would align parallel to the420

dominant extension direction of the graben in E-W direction (e.g. Silver, 1996). A compressional421

stress regime with the maximum horizontal stress component σ1 aligned in nearly NW-SE direc-422
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tion would instead affect anisotropy due to mantle minerals with a lattice-preferred orientation423

(LPO) of φ normal to the principal stress component in NNE-SSW direction. This correlates well424

with the NNE down-dip direction of our best-fit dipping layer model scenario for station KONO425

(Fig. 10). Therefore, the φ orientation (strike of the presumed dipping structure beneath KONO)426

may be related to the Caledonian orogeny whose assumed suture is nearly parallel to the modeled427

fast axis orientation and which is assumed to have caused a significant tectonic imprint in the Oslo428

Graben area (Heeremans et al., 1996). An alternative explanation for a graben-parallel orienta-429

tion of φ are dykes related to massive fissure volcanoes which erupted parallel to the strike of the430

rift. This Permo-Carboniferous large-scale dyke-related magmatisms, with preferred N-S align-431

ment, is summarized e.g. in Larsen et al. (2008). The dip of φ may be explained by either inclined432

dyke structures or subsequent tectonic processes. The splitting observations in the southwestern433

quadrant (Fig. 10), not included in the modeling for a dipping layer, most likely reflect anisotropy434

related to deformation caused by the collision of Avalonia and Baltica (similar φ as the stations in435

southern Norway) and sampled by waves arriving from backazimuths of 230◦ to 270◦. A possible436

two-layer scenario at KONO also considers a combination of deformation processes related to the437

Avalonia-Baltica collision and an imprint due to the Oslo Graben complex. The fast axis orienta-438

tion in the upper layer (φupp = -30◦) of the best-fit model displayed in Fig. 10 corresponds to the439

direction of the surrounding stations in southern Norway, while for the lower layer (φlow = 50◦)440

the orientation is parallel to the strike of the graben. Although this two-layer model seems to be an441

alternative explanation for the observations, various other models with partly distinct differences442

for φupp , φlow, δtupp and δtlow can explain the data in a similar way (Grund, 2019b) and therefore443

KONO is highlighted as complex in Fig. 9.444

For stations located east and west of the Sveconorwegian deformation zone (SNDF) the orien-445

tations of φ abruptly change from a nearly N-S direction on the Sveconorwegian domain (Fig. 9,446

orange) to an E-W alignment on the Transscandinavian Igneous Belt (TIB, brown) and the Sve-447

cofennian domain (pink). The western stations fit into the overall picture by representing a smooth448

rotation towards the STZ-parallel φ direction observed at stations further south. This pattern has449

not been documented in such detail before since previously analyzed stations of the SNSN (Eken450
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et al., 2010) were located only east of the deformation zone. The results of Eken et al. (2010) for451

the eastern part based on joint inversions of shear-wave splitting measurements and P-wave resid-452

uals, however, are generally consistent with our findings based on more recent data. Furthermore,453

few observations of variations across the SNDF from a short-running temporary deployment were454

limited to a relatively small area at around 60◦N (Plomerová et al., 2001). Such abrupt changes of455

φ within short distances are strong indicators for fossil frozen-in anisotropy (e.g. Chevrot et al.,456

2004) that was imprinted into individual mantle lithosphere fragments before their accretion onto457

the Baltic Shield (e.g. Plomerová et al., 2001; Plomerová et al., 2002a; Eken et al., 2010). At this458

point it has to be mentioned that observed P-wave residuals may also be attributed to isotropic459

velocity heterogeneities and, therefore, it is difficult to distinguish them from likely anisotropic460

contributions (Plomerová et al., 2006).461

6.1.2 Central Norway and Sweden (62◦N - 65◦N)462

A more complex picture appears for the Svecofennian domain in eastern Sweden up to around463

65◦N latitude. Although it was possible to calculate simple station averages with dominantly E-W464

orientations for φ and 0.7 s to 1.3 s for δt at several stations assuming one anisotropic layer with465

horizontal symmetry axis, observations of some sites in between were best fitted by a dipping466

layer geometry (Fig. 9). As already pointed out by Eken et al. (2010) the varying splitting patterns467

(different φ and dip angles) south of 61◦ N indicate complex anisotropy within short lengthscales.468

West of the Svecofennian domain atop the Caledonian nappes the recording stations are dom-469

inantly characterized by nulls. However, at this point it has to be mentioned that for some of these470

stations the azimuthal data coverage was worse compared to other stations across the study region.471

Therefore, this pattern may also reflect poor sampling of (potentially) anisotropic structure and472

does not necessarily mean that an (apparently) isotropic rock volume is located beneath this area.473

Alternatively, the presence of two anisotropic layers with orthogonal symmetry axes but similar474

strengths (e.g. Silver & Savage, 1994) or vertical mantle flow as suggested for other regions like475

the eastern North American margin (e.g. Lynner & Bodmer, 2017) would result in apparent null476

observations. Although from seismic tomography a low velocity zone in the upper mantle beneath477
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southern Norway was inferred (e.g. Wawerzinek et al., 2013; Rickers et al., 2013), based on recent478

receiver functions work the latter scenario is not plausible to explain the null pattern in central479

Norway since no deep thermal anomaly was found which may be a driver for upwelling beneath480

the Scandes (Makushkina et al., 2019). Furthermore, for deformation related to the Caledonian481

orogeny one would expect a fast axis orientation that is nearly parallel to the strike of the present482

Scandinavian mountain chain (e.g. Vauchez & Nicolas, 1991; Silver, 1996). Only a few stations483

located along the western coast of Norway show such a NE-SW orientation for φ. In contrast,484

for stations north of 65◦N, φ is consistently aligned in NE-SW direction across different tectonic485

domains from the Lofoten Islands in the northwest to the Bothnian Sea in the southeast. However,486

if we assume that each of the measured nulls resulted from waves arriving from backazimuth di-487

rections parallel to the strike of the Scandes, the consistently observed null patterns at neighboring488

stations would indicate a φ orientation in NE-SW direction, parallel to the mountain chain (Fig.489

S17). Thus, although no clear orogen-parallel fast axis is measured for the southern region (except490

the nulls), an influence of the Caledonian collision (which represents the last major tectonic event)491

is most plausible to explain the splitting observations.492

6.1.3 Northern Norway and Sweden (65◦N - 71◦N)493

The most robust feature constrained by the modeling is a dipping symmetry axis geometry below494

stations mainly located on the Paleoproterozoic domain (purple area) with a dip towards NE by an-495

gles of 60◦ to 70◦ (Fig. 9). This result is generally consistent with the results of Eken et al. (2010)496

for the most northern stations of the SNSN. Furthermore, anisotropy beneath the Paleoprotero-497

zoic domain was analyzed previously in the framework of the LAPNET project: While Plomerová498

et al. (2011) indicated spatial variability of anisotropic fabrics related to different tectonic blocks,499

Vinnik et al. (2014) found evidence for multi-layered anisotropy in different depths ranges. Since500

the consistent dip pattern from our modeling is observed across a widespread area (Fig. 9), two501

scenarios are plausible to explain a dip of the fast axis. The first is based on the assumption that the502

measured anisotropic signature (with dipping symmetry axis) was already imprinted into the whole503

lithosphere long before the formation of the Baltic Shield during the phase of craton building (Fig.504
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11a). Alternatively, several episodes of collision and subduction “transformed” the previously hor-505

izontal fast axis to a dipping one by inclining its orientation as a result of multiple underthrusting506

events (Fig. 11b). Such a model was proposed by Babuška et al. (1993) to explain the growth of507

cratons and continents. A real-case scenario can be found in the Gulf of Bothnia at around 64◦N,508

where a NE-dipping reflector was constrained from seismic reflection data in the framework of the509

BABEL project (BABEL Working Group, 1990; Balling, 2000; Korja & Heikkinen, 2005, see S1510

in Fig. 1). This inclined reflector was interpreted as a remnant of a paleo-subduction system. The511

reflection profile only enables a 2D view on this area and the lateral extension of the reflector and512

the average dip-angle are not well-resolved (Balling, 2000). However, the inferred NE-ward dip513

coincides with our modeled fast-splitting direction.514

Large-scale layering beneath Fennoscandia, indicative for several tectonic collision regimes,515

was inferred by receiver function analysis. Compared to other areas of (active) subduction pro-516

cesses like the Tibetan Plateau and the Himalayas, the likely signatures of ancient subduction517

zones beneath Fennoscandia cannot be clearly resolved so far (Kind et al., 2013). Nevertheless,518

recent work based on S-wave receiver functions from the Canadian Shield supports this hypothesis519

and presumes that dipping mid-lithospheric layers may be a general characteristic of old shield ar-520

eas (Miller & Eaton, 2010). Therefore, the steeply dipping symmetry axes, observed consistently521

within a widespread area in northern Sweden, are a likely candidate to explain accretion due to522

several episodes of paleo-subduction.523

In contrast to previous studies in Fennoscandia (Eken et al., 2010; Plomerová et al., 2011), the524

dipping symmetry axes, however, can be clearly constrained from shear-wave splitting measure-525

ments alone. Globally such observations are rare (e.g. Hartog & Schwartz, 2000; Liddell et al.,526

2017) since the characterization of the indicative splitting pattern depends on sufficient data cov-527

erage. Otherwise slight variations between only few observations can be misinterpreted as uncer-528

tainties in the splitting measurements.529
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6.1.4 Finland530

The Paleoproterozoic domain is also traversed by the Baltic Bothnian megashear zone (BBZ, Fig.531

1) which runs in N-S direction nearly parallel to the national border between Sweden and Finland532

(Berthelsen & Marker, 1986). Splitting signatures related to deformation from the active episodes533

of the BBZ could be either a φ orientation parallel to the strike of the shear zone (roughly N-S) or534

at least a contrast in splitting properties across the shear zone (e.g. Chevrot et al., 2004). Neither is535

observed directly at the BBZ (Fig. 1). A N-S oriented φ parallel to the BBZ is only found for sta-536

tions located northeast and east of the BBZ, mainly on the Archean domain (red in Fig. 1). Similar537

orientations for φ as ours were also measured by Vinnik et al. (2014). The NNE-trending pattern538

observed for the region east of the BBZ is equivalent to the rest of the Paleoproterozoic domain539

and, therefore, the measured shear-wave splitting is likely not related to the BBZ. In contrast, the540

consistent NNE-SSW orientation of φ at the sparse number of stations on the Archean domain541

is well constrained based on mostly long recording periods at the corresponding permanent sta-542

tions (see Fig. S16 in the Supporting Information, e.g. the most eastern station JOF). Therefore,543

this sharp contrast for the orientation of φ relative to areas west of about 27◦-28◦ again indicates544

that laterally different fabrics (related to the different tectonic units) are causing the change in the545

observed splitting pattern.546

The most complex area to interpret is the Finnish part of the Svecofennian domain (Fig. 9).547

In the past shear-wave splitting was studied together with P-residuals in this area. The observa-548

tions were mostly modeled with a dipping symmetry of anisotropy that varies between different549

tectonic blocks (Plomerová et al., 2006; Vecsey et al., 2007). Compared to our measurements at550

mostly long-running permanent stations, earlier studies were based on recordings of the dense551

temporary deployment SVEKALAPKO with only seven events of sufficient quality for a splitting552

analysis (Vecsey et al., 2007). Although the lateral resolution here is worse than for the dense553

SVEKALAPKO array, at several recording stations we were able to analyze data of partly more554

than ten years of observation compared to a maximum of five months of data recorded during555

the temporary SVEKALAPKO deployment. This allowed us to constrain the lateral anisotropic556

pattern with shear-wave splitting measurements alone. While for the northern area the a-axis dip557
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towards NE is similar to Vecsey et al. (2007), for the central part of Finland we partly observe more558

complex splitting characteristics (Fig. 9, red circles and Fig. S16 in the Supporting Information)559

which only in parts agree with the findings of Plomerová et al. (2006) and Vecsey et al. (2007).560

In Fig. 12 we show exemplary modeling results for station KEF. While the φ values indicate561

a distinct jump at a backazimuth of 45◦, the delay times δt are almost constant and do not have a562

clear periodicity over backazimuth which would be expected for a two-layer model with horizontal563

symmetry axes. The best model based on a combined φ-δt-fit (φupp = 30◦, φlow = 80◦, δtupp = 0.4564

s, δtlow = 1.0 s) can explain the observed splitting pattern only in parts which is most clearly565

seen when comparing the stereoplots of observed and synthetic parameters computed from the566

best model (Fig. 12c-d). For a φ-only-fit (the RMSE calculated for the delay times is not taken567

into account to find the best-fit models) the splitting is best explained by a two-layer model with568

fast axis directions of 50◦ in the upper and −80◦ in the lower layer (Fig. 12h). As expected the569

model fits the φ pattern quite well but the corresponding predicted delay times are much too high570

(δtupp = 3 s and δtlow = 3.4 s) and do not fit the observations (with an average δt of ∼ 1.2 s571

) at all. A similar procedure was previously applied by Marson-Pidgeon & Savage (2004) for572

observations at station SNZO in New Zealand. Equally to our findings no significant variations573

of the delay times were measured while φ showed indications for a clear periodicity with respect574

to the incoming polarization directions. In order to explore if the complex splitting pattern at575

KEF can be explained by a dipping symmetry axis (at least in parts), additionally we performed576

a model search in this parameter space for the limited observed backazimuthal range assuming577

lateral variations in anisotropy. The results are summarized in Fig. 12i-l. The best model fits the578

observed δt values in principle quite well and also the locations of nulls show good agreement579

between synthetic and observed values. In contrast, φ can only be reconstructed in parts and the580

jump in the data between backazimuths of 45◦ and 65◦ is not explained by the model. However,581

the down-dip direction and the dip angle are well-constrained based on the 20 best-fit models.582

To summarize: although the data coverage in the northeastern quadrant is sufficient, it is neither583

possible to fully explain the observations (φ and δt) with a dipping layer nor a two-layer scenario.584

However, few surrounding stations are robustly modeled with a dip of the a-axis that is similar585
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to the observations north of 65◦N (Fig. 9). This suggests that also lateral variations of anisotropy586

around the individual stations may play a role. The previously documented lateral variations of the587

splitting parameters across the contact zone between the Paleoproterozoic Svecofennian domain588

and the Archean basement (Vecsey et al., 2007) cannot be resolved with the station distribution of589

ScanArray.590

6.2 May (regional) lateral variations or deep anisotropy play a role?591

In order to examine if lateral variations of anisotropy at regional scale could be responsible for592

the complex backazimuthal pattern observed at some recording stations in southern Finland, we593

compare the locations of raypath pierce points in different depth intervals down to 600 km depth594

(Fig. 13). This allows us to search for potential overlaps and areas in which all pierce points or595

raypaths sample the same volume.596

The five station stereoplots shown in Fig. 13 (for their locations see red circles in Fig. 9) share597

the characteristic of a sharp rotation of φ from around 50◦-60◦ (blue) to 0◦-20◦ (greenish) within a598

narrow backazimuthal range of less than 5◦ in the NE quadrant. Measured delay times are almost599

constant except for station VAF and partly RAF at which significantly smaller values are observed.600

To explain such an abrupt change to be caused at shallow depths (< 300 km) it would require that601

around each single station the same lateral variation occurs for nearly the same azimuths. Stations602

KAF and KEF are located only 50 km apart from each other. Therefore, such small-scale variations603

(with almost identical splitting pattern) are quite unlikely (Fig. 13). For larger depths (≥ 400 km)604

the pierce point locations related to different stations partly overlap. In the presence of lateral605

variability in anisotropy one would therefore expect similar splitting characteristics for closely606

spaced pierce point locations, which is obviously not the case. Thus, the nearly identical φ-pattern607

at the five stations as well as the abrupt rotation of the fast axis are generally more indicative for a608

two- or multi-layer scenario than for laterally varying structure around each station (although the609

data coverage is mainly limited to the northeastern quadrant in a stereoplot view). At this point, in610

principal also the Fresnel zones of the different waves need to be considered to argue more about611

the finite-frequency sensitivity. However, the Fresnel zones of the individual waves (width ∼ 100-612
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200 km for dominant periods of 8 s) at a single station largely overlap down to 500 km depth (e.g.613

Alsina & Snieder, 1995; Favier & Chevrot, 2003). Therefore, the significant change in φ cannot614

be explained with finite-frequency effects at all.615

The main contributions to the anisotropy observations are most likely associated with fabrics616

in the lithosphere. However, the possibility that other sources of anisotropy, not related to the617

structure directly beneath Fennoscandia, can contribute to a complex splitting pattern has to be618

considered, too. Especially at the long-running permanent stations KAF, KEF and PVF clearly619

discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs were observed for the backazimuthal range in which the fast axes differ620

by around 80◦ (Grund & Ritter, 2019). Therefore, we cannot rule out that further contributions621

from the lowermost mantle are included in the splitting observations, although the discrepant pairs622

themselves were excluded before the modeling. In this case the poorly resolved orientation of φ623

from anisotropy in the lowermost mantle may contaminate the shallower signatures (e.g. Lynner624

& Long, 2012). This limitation is also interesting since some surrounding stations show slightly625

different splitting patterns which can be modeled by a dipping symmetry axis.626

In order to check, if the observed delay times require an additional source beneath the litho-

sphere, following Helffrich (1995) a corresponding thickness L of an anisotropic layer can be

estimated using

L ≈ δt · vS
dvS

, (2)

where δt is the observed delay time, vS is the isotropic shear-wave velocity and dvS is the average627

percentage of anisotropy. The observed delay times at KEF, for instance, vary between 1 s and628

1.5 s for the northeastern quadrant. In the mantle beneath stations in southern Finland, vS is in the629

range of around 4.8 km/s (Pedersen et al., 2006; Vinnik et al., 2016). Taking these values and a dvS630

of 4% as the upper limit for the strength of anisotropy prevalent in the upper 200 km of the Earth631

(Savage, 1999), the corresponding layer thickness varies between 120 km and 180 km. However, a632

lower percentage of anisotropy would result in an increased layer thickness. This trade-off cannot633

be modeled reliably and therefore a contribution from a deep source as inferred by discrepant SKS634

and SKKS phases may be most likely.635
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Moreover, the comparison of high-quality recordings of a single event from ENE backazimuth636

across stations in southern Finland shows a significant decrease of δt from east (δt =1.5 s at station637

JOF) to west (almost null at RAF) while φ is almost constant (Fig. 14). Thus, assuming a constant638

strength of anisotropy in the lithosphere beneath southern Finland, potentially an anisotropic layer639

of decreasing thickness from east to west should be located in this area.640

6.3 Comparison with surface wave data and absolute plate motion641

The observation of split core-refracted shear-waves indicates that anisotropy is located somewhere642

between the core-mantle boundary and the receiver at the surface. Thus, the depth estimation of643

the source of anisotropy cannot be determined from splitting measurements alone. In contrast to644

core-refracted shear-waves, surface waves have a much better depth resolution, however, their645

lateral resolution is usually limited due to the long wavelengths (partly > 200 km). Therefore, es-646

timates of azimuthal seismic anisotropy deduced by surface-wave analysis on a regional (e.g. Zhu647

& Tromp, 2013) or global scale (e.g. Becker et al., 2012; Schaeffer et al., 2016) mostly resolve648

smooth variations across different areas since the waves potentially sample portions of differ-649

ent anisotropic fabrics. Nevertheless, large-scale variations in anisotropy may also be resolved in650

shear-wave splitting measurements, provided that a dense, large-aperture station network is avail-651

able. Despite partly strong variations of the splitting parameters with backazimuth and indications652

for a dipping symmetry axis, a comparison of the observations obtained from both approaches can653

be used to find similarities and/or discrepancies and may finally help to constrain an approximate654

depth range for the anisotropy beneath Fennoscandia.655

A recent azimuthally anisotropic model based on adjoint tomography impressively reveals656

high correlations between the observed anisotropy and large-scale tectonic features in Europe and657

the North Atlantic (Zhu & Tromp, 2013; Zhu et al., 2015). Fig. 15 shows anisotropy fast axis658

orientations and strengths determined from surface wave data for Fennoscandia in four different659

depth ranges together with our best-fit models received from the splitting analysis. For depths660

of 100 km and beyond the fast axis directions (blue bars) are relatively constant for individual661

regions and provide only variations of the peak-to-peak amplitudes. The dominant trends from662
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surface waves generally show high correlations with the splitting results, especially for the nearly663

NE-SW directions observed for parts of the Caledonides and the rotation of the fast axis towards664

a NW-SE direction parallel to the STZ in the most southern part of the study region. The upper665

layer fast axis orientation of the discussed two-layer model for station KONO (Fig. 10) also fits666

into this pattern while the possible φ orientation of the lower layer is not resolved by the surface667

wave data for the displayed depth ranges.668

Weak anisotropy is consistently observed for all depth ranges in the area of the southern Cale-669

donian nappes that is dominated by null splits (white circles with black edges) confirming the670

previously discussed possibility of partly isotropic fabrics in the crust and lithosphere. Thus, an671

alternative scenario of two layers with orthogonal symmetry axes and similar strengths resulting672

in apparent null splits can also be ruled out with high probability.673

Due to the high correlation of the fast axis orientations in the western part of the study region674

(west of ∼ 21◦E), the peak in anisotropy strength allows to locate the main sources responsible for675

the shear-wave splitting in a depth interval of 70 km to 170 km (Fig. 15). Due to general agreement676

between splitting estimates from phases that were converted from P-to-S at the 410 km discon-677

tinuity (Olsson, 2007) and measurements from core-refracted phases, Eken et al. (2010) suggest678

that anisotropy beneath the SNSN stations is located shallower than 410 km. The lithosphere-679

asthenosphere boundary beneath Fennoscandia is located in depths of 200-250 km (e.g. Plomerová680

et al., 2002b; Artemieva, 2006). Therefore, most of the anisotropy is likely located in the litho-681

spheric lower crust and uppermost mantle what supports the idea of fossil frozen-in anisotropy.682

Another component which can cause anisotropy is the LPO of mantle minerals like olivine due683

to asthenospheric mantle flow (e.g. Zhang & Karato, 1995; Silver, 1996). As already shown in the684

histogram distributions in Fig. 5, the fast axis orientations observed across Fennoscandia align only685

in parts with the current absolute plate motion direction (APM) in a hotspot reference frame (HS3-686

NUVEL 1A, Gripp & Gordon, 2002). For a plate motion coupled to mantle flow one would expect687

a smoothly varying φ pattern across the network (e.g. Fouch et al., 2000) and no abrupt changes in688

φ within relatively small distances. The plate motion of the Baltic Shield is only around 1-1.5 cm689

per year and thus too slow to generate a dominant APM-parallel fabric caused by the motion of the690
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plate across a sub-lithospheric shearing layer (Debayle & Ricard, 2013). Furthermore, especially691

for the Caledonian area, APM direction and orientations of expected anisotropy imprints caused692

by the continent-continent collision are almost identical. Compared to other continental areas like693

North America (e.g. Yang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2018) or the easternmost regions of the East694

European Platform (Levin et al., 1999) we exclude asthenospheric flow as a primary cause for the695

observed anisotropy in the western part of Fennoscandia.696

In contrast, based on a regional surface-wave study, asthenospheric flow not aligned with the697

APM direction was inferred for central and southern Finland below 200-250 km depth while no698

strong indicators for lithospheric contributions were found (Pedersen et al., 2006). The absence of699

a clear correlation with the APM was interpreted as complex flow pattern that cannot be explained700

by a scenario in which the Baltic Shield is coupled to the convecting mantle in a simple way. Our701

derived fast axes orientations are N-NE (0◦ - 40◦) and generally agree with previous body wave702

observations which located the anisotropy mainly in the lithospheric mantle (Plomerová et al.,703

2006; Vecsey et al., 2007). Furthermore, the fast axis orientations of the surface wave model of Zhu704

& Tromp (2013) also show a similar pattern, although, only within the upper 70 km depth whereas705

below the fast axes rotate to the previously mentioned E-W direction that is consistent for deeper706

layers (Fig. 15). These models would be in clear contradiction with a nearly N-S aligned sub-707

lithospheric flow direction causing LPO. In the analyzed shear-wave splitting data of ScanArray708

such N-S orientation is only observed for the most eastern and northern parts of the study region709

(Archean domain). Although the proposed two-layer model for KEF, based on a combined φ-δt-fit710

(Fig. 12), cannot explain all the observations equally well, the orientation of φupp sufficiently fits711

the surface wave data in the upper 100 km. Moreover, the rotation of the fast axis into a nearly712

E-W direction for larger depths coincides with the orientation φlow of the lower layer.713

Due to the limited depth sensitivity of the surface waves, the strength of anisotropy decreases714

below 200 km (Zhu & Tromp, 2013). Thus, another N-S oriented component, related to flow in the715

asthenosphere, beneath 200 km depth cannot be ruled out (Pedersen et al., 2006). Nevertheless,716

although the lateral resolution of the surface-wave model of Zhu & Tromp (2013) is poor com-717

pared to the splitting measurements conducted at the individual stations, it supports the findings of718
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complex anisotropic structure beneath that area. Dipping structures as found for several stations719

with SKS modeling, however, cannot be resolved by the used surface wave model parameterization720

(Zhu & Tromp, 2013).721

Considering the observations and interpretations of the previous sections, in Fig. 16 we present722

our preferred anisotropy model for the area of southern Finland. While in the east, e.g. at station723

JOF, the simple splitting pattern can be explained by a single layer with horizontal fast axis direc-724

tion (φ = 16◦), the best two-layer model setting at station KEF (Fig. 12) indicates φupp = 30◦ for725

the upper layer and φlow = 80◦ for the lower one. Including the observations of decreasing δt from726

east to west highlighted in Fig. 14 while φ is almost in the same direction at all stations, as well727

as the anisotropy model of Zhu & Tromp (2013) our preferred model consists of two layers in the728

west with an increase in thickness of the upper layer to the east.729

7 CONCLUSIONS730

Our shear-wave splitting measurements, analyzed at the dense and large-aperture ScanArray net-731

work across the Fennoscandian Peninsula, suggest a laterally complex anisotropic structure be-732

neath Fennoscandia that partly correlates well with past tectonic activity. The observed splitting733

characteristics at several recording stations can be modeled reliably only with a dipping symmetry734

axis. Indicative one- and two-layer model characteristics mostly cannot fit the variations of the735

splitting parameters with backazimuth equally well or the models have a non-unique character.736

However, it has to be mentioned that the backazimuthal data coverage is partly limited due to the737

uneven distribution of global seismicity. In contrast to previous studies, where few splitting ob-738

servations were jointly inverted with P-wave residuals, at several stations we can clearly resolve739

a dipping symmetry axis from shear-wave splitting measurements alone. Although the modeling740

constraints benefit from long recording periods at several stations, also data from temporary sta-741

tions (mostly in neighboring areas around the permanent ones) with shorter recording times are742

robustly modeled by a dipping anisotropic fabric. However, short recording periods with only few743

measurements tempt analysts to perform simple averaging of individual φ and δt values. Thus,744

small variations due to dipping symmetry axes may be misinterpreted as measurement uncertain-745
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ties. Therefore we suggest to run seismic stations (if possible) in the best case for more than 10746

years, especially to perform meaningful modeling based on shear-wave splitting observations. The747

inferred dipping fabrics across Fennoscandia support assumptions that also old cratonic cores were748

formed by accretion as a consequence of repeated subduction events as indicated in Fig. 11.749
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Figure 1. Left: Simplified geological/tectonic map of Fennoscandia and surrounding areas after Gorbatchev
(2004) and Korja & Heikkinen (2005). Locations of deformation zones (sutures, shear zones) are shown as
black lines, inferred subduction zones based on reflection seismic data are indicated by black “sawtooth”
lines with the pike pointing into the assumed subduction direction. Abbreviations (blue and red labels): BBZ,
Baltic Bothnian megashear zone; HgZ, Hagsta deformation zone; HSZ, Hassela shear zone; LBZ, Ladoga-
Bothnian Bay zone; LLDZ, Loftahammar, Linköping deformation zone; NZ, Nickel zone; OG, Oslo Graben;
S1-S5, inferred subduction zones; STZ, Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone; SNDF, Sveconorwegian deformation
zone; TTZ, Teisseyre-Tornquist Zone; VNDZ, Vingåker-Nyköping deformation zone; WGR, Western Gneiss
Region. TIB stands for Transscandinavian Igneous Belt. Dashed black lines indicate national borders. Right:
Simplified schematic after Mitchell (2004), Lawver et al. (2011), Chew & Strachan (2014), Murphy et al.
(2014) and Domeier (2016) showing the evolution of Fennoscandia (and surrounding areas) in the context
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Figure 2. (a) Distribution of seismic recording stations used in the shear-wave splitting analysis. Color fill
of the triangles indicates the different temporary (Weidle et al., 2010; Thybo et al., 2012; Gradmann et al.,
2014; England et al., 2015; Grund et al., 2017a) and permanent seismic station deployments that form the
extended ScanArray network. Dashed lines indicate national borders. The nine recording stations marked
with blue (HAMF, KEV, NWG28, SA39, SA64 and VAF) and orange (OUL, TRO and RATU) circles are
shown in detail in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8, respectively. (b) Distribution of 541 teleseismic earthquakes based on
the Global CMT catalog (Dziewoński et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) that yielded at least one good/fair
split or null measurement. Color fill of the individual circles indicates the event depth and the size of the
circles scales with the moment magnitude MW. The epicentral distance window between 80◦ and 140◦ is
displayed by the two dashed circles centered at the location of the ScanArray network (dark gray triangle).
Landmasses are shown in gray and light red lines indicate plate boundaries after Bird (2003).
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Event: 31-Aug-2016 (244) 03:11 -3.69N 152.79E 499km Mw=6.8
Station: LVZ Backazimuth: 64.9° Distance: 103.69°

init.Pol.: 245.4° Filter: 0.067Hz - 0.20Hz SNR
SC
:41.8

Rotation Correlation: 2< 8° < 20 1.0<1.2s<1.3
 Minimum Energy: 3< 7° < 9 1.2<1.2s<1.3
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 Quality: good IsNull: No Phase: SKS 18
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Figure 3. Diagnostic plot of a shear-wave splitting measurement with SplitLab (Wüstefeld et al., 2008)
at the Russian permanent station LVZ on the Kola peninsula. (a) Original (uncorrected) radial (Q, blue
dashed) and transverse (T, solid red) component seismograms. Gray area indicates the analysis window.
Thin dotted line displays the theoretical arrival of the SKS phase based on the iasp91 Earth model (Kennett,
1991). (b) Station, event and processing information (filter, SNR, etc.) as well as splitting parameters (φ,
δt) (with uncertainties, 95% confidence interval) resulting from the rotation-correlation method (RC, e.g.
Fukao, 1984; Bowman & Ando, 1987), the energy minimization method (SC, Silver & Chan, 1991) and the
eigenvalue method (EV, e.g. Silver & Chan, 1991). Quality of the measurement, null case (yes or no) and the
phase name are also shown. (c) Stereoplot showing the splitting measurement as a function of backazimuth
(clockwise direction from North) and incidence angle (radial axis). Results of two methods (RC and SC)
are also displayed. (d)-(g) Diagnostics for the RC method showing the (d) corrected fast (blue dashed) and
slow (solid red) components (normalized), (e) the corrected radial (blue dashed) and transverse (solid red)
components (not normalized), (f) the initial (blue dashed) and splitting-corrected (solid red) particle motion
and (g) the contour plot of the correlation coefficients with the best-fitting splitting parameters (blue lines)
and the 95% confidence region (gray area). (h)-(k) Same content for the SC method. All three methods (RC,
SC and EV) show nearly identical results indicating a robust measurement.
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Figure 4. Summary of the 1772 individual single-phase shear-wave splitting measurements conducted at the
analyzed ScanArray stations. Each split phase is represented by a red bar with the orientation indicating the
fast axis φ relative to North and the length of each bar is scaled by the delay time δt. The overall trends for φ
across the whole network are displayed in the rose diagram. However, in this visualization it is not possible
to distinguish between different backazimuthal/incoming directions of the seismic wave (see Figs. S10 -
S15 in the Supporting Information for such a representation). Stations at which only nulls were observed
are indicated by green circles. Blue boxes (A, B and C) indicate the regions for which histograms of the
splitting parameters are displayed in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. Histograms of the distribution of splitting parameters, separated into fast axis direction φ (left
column panels) and delay time δt (right column panels). Top row shows distributions for the whole data set.
The red curve represents a moving average of the values and highlights the trimodal distribution with peaks
at around −75◦, 22◦ and 75◦ relative to North. The average absolute plate motion directions (APM) in a
hotspot reference frame (HS3) shown in the left panels (dashed blue line) were calculated with the HS3-
NUVEL 1A plate motion model (Gripp & Gordon, 2002). The green dashed line in the right panels indicates
the typical average value of around 1 s for continental regions (ACR, e.g. Silver, 1996; Fouch & Rondenay,
2006). The following rows display the distributions for specific areas across the study region as indicated in
Fig. 4. Second row: central Norway and Sweden. The dashed orange lines indicate the range of the dominant
strike direction of the Caledonian collision. Third row: southern Norway. The dashed purple lines indicate
the range of the dominant strike of the Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone. Fourth row: southern Finland. Note the
varying axis scales of the ordinates in each panel. N (upper right corners) indicates row-wise the number of
values included in the histograms.
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Figure 6. Exemplary stereoplots with different splitting patterns at six recording stations (for locations see
Fig. 2). Splitting parameters φ and δt are shown as function of backazimuth (BAZ, clockwise direction
from North) and incidence angle (inc., radial axis). The orientation of φ is additionally color-coded. Delay
time δt scales with the length of the single bars. Null measurements are shown as black open circles. Left
column: Observations at long-running permanent stations. Right: Splitting patterns at temporary stations
with observation times of around two years. Top row: Typical examples for which the assumption of a
single horizontal layer of anisotropy is valid. Although the consistent split observations (φ and δt) are only
available for limited directions, clear nulls can be observed for the backazimuths corresponding to the fast
axis direction and/or perpendicular to it. Middle row: Strong variations for the splitting parameters with
backazimuth (especially for φ) are observed. Bottom row: Stations at which only nulls were observed for
several backazimuths.
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installation date of the instruments at NORSAR, seismic data of the period 1998-2017 were analyzed.
Therefore, the patterns in general are well constrained due to the long observational period. At four stations
the inferred fast and slow directions of the split waves are shown as red and blue lines, respectively.
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Figure 8. Exemplary modeling results for the three stations OUL, TRO and RATU (see orange circles in
Fig. 2. Top row: Measured splitting parameters φ (a), (g), (m) and δt (b), (h), (n) plotted over backazimuth.
Blue symbols with error bars (95% confidence interval) are single split measurements (only SC method
shown), green ones represent multi-splits based on surface stacking using the WS method (Wolfe & Silver,
1998) as implemented in StackSplit (Grund, 2017). Small dots filled white represent null measurements.
The best-fit model is highlighted as red curve and the next 19 best models are shown as gray lines. Only the
measurements included in the white sector are used for the modeling. Symbols in the gray backazimuthal
range are only shown for the sake of completeness. Middle row: Parameter distributions of the down-dip
direction (c), (i), (o) and the layer dip (d), (j), (p) for the best models shown in the top row. Bottom row:
Comparison of observed (apparent) splitting parameters (e), (k), (q) and theoretical parameters (f), (l), (r) in
stereoplot view computed based on the best-fit model for a dipping symmetry axis (red curves in top row).
The gray arrow shows the down-dip direction (relative to geographic North) for the synthetics. Ψ indicates
the dip angle of the symmetry axis (olivine a-axis, dashed blue line) relative to the horizontal.
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Figure 9. Map highlighting the modeling results together with the major tectonic units of Fennoscandia
(background colors) after Gorbatchev (2004) and Korja & Heikkinen (2005). Stations with relatively simple
splitting characteristics are shown as gray bars which indicate average values for φ and δt calculated with
the WS method (Wolfe & Silver, 1998). The color fill of each circle represents the average delay time. Dark
gray arrows indicate stations at which the data are best explained by a dipping layer of anisotropy with
the arrow pointing into the down-dip direction. Stations at which the data-fit delivered non-unique models
are shown as enlarged red dots (exemplary modeling for stations KONO and KEF is shown in Figs 10 and
12). Null stations are displayed as white dots with black circles. The black arrow in the upper left corner
indicates the absolute plate motion direction (APM) in a hotspot reference frame (HS3-NUVEL 1A) after
Gripp & Gordon (2002). For abbreviations (blue labels) see caption of Fig. 1.
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Figure 10. Two-layer and dipping-layer modeling at station KONO (see Fig. 9). Left column: Two-layer
modeling based on a combined φ-δt-fit. Right column: Dipping layer modeling based on a combined φ-δt-fit
for the backazimuthal range shown in white. For plotting conventions see Fig. 8.
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Figure 11. Schematic highlighting the most probable scenarios for the found splitting patterns in several
areas of the study region. (a) The inclined fast axis direction (a-axis) was already imprinted into the whole
lithosphere (red block) long before the formation of the Baltic Shield during the phase of craton building.
(b) Several events of accretion with an existing continent lead to dipping structures with the preliminary
horizontal fast axis direction inclined by a specific angle. Stations (blue triangles) on the red area registrate
a splitting pattern (here synthetic) for a horizontal fast axis while the stations on the gray area see splitting
due to an dipping structure. XKS rays (SKS, SKKS, PKS, sSKS) are shown as thin black lines.
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Figure 12. Exemplary two-layer and dipping-layer modeling at station KEF (see Fig. 9). First column:
Two-layer modeling based on a combined φ-δt-fit. For plotting conventions see Fig. 8. Middle column:
Two-layer modeling based on a φ-only-fit. The total RMSE displayed in (e) is only calculated from the
φ-fit. Bar lengths in (h) are uniformly scaled to 2 s and do not represent the true delay times δt of the
corresponding best-fit models (f) since they would extend over the radial axis limits. Right column: Dipping
layer modeling based on a combined φ-δt-fit for the backazimuthal range shown in white.
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Figure 13. Pierce points (circles) in different depth ranges (100 km-600 km) and raypaths (lines) from the
corresponding depth to the recording station at the surface (triangles). Pierce points and raypaths are color-
coded with respect to the observed fast axis direction (see stereoplots of the five stations in the upper left
panel). Raypaths and pierce points are only shown for events from northeast (white sector). For geological
units see Fig. 1.
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Figure 14. Particle motion plots (left column) and minimum energy surfaces (right) for the SKS phase of one
earthquake (2009-10-24) recorded at four stations (JOF, KAF, KEF, RAF) located roughly along a line in
southern Finland (top panel, red box). Stations PVF, MEF and VAF are shown for the sake of completeness.
Delay times δt decrease from east to west while the fast axis orientation φ is almost in the same direction
at all stations. At RAF the almost linear particle motion as well as the elongated 95% confidence area (dark
gray) indicate a near-null case (e.g. Wüstefeld & Bokelmann, 2007). For geological units see Fig. 1.
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Figure 15. Shear-wave splitting modeling results and major tectonic units as in Fig. 9 together with the
estimates of azimuthal anisotropy derived from surface-wave tomography (Zhu & Tromp, 2013; Zhu et al.,
2015) in different depths (50 km, 100 km, 150 km, and 200 km). The directions and amplitudes of the fast
axes from surface-wave tomography are given by the orientations and lengths of the blue bars. Orientations
of φ for possible two-layer scenarios at stations KONO and KEF are displayed as white (upper layer) and
red (lower layer) bars.
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Figure 16. Schematic displaying a possible scenario for southern Finland. The model consists of two
anisotropic layers in the west with an increase in thickness of the upper layer to the east. This is supported
by the complex splitting pattern observed at recording station KEF, the simple characteristics at station JOF
as well as the observations highlighted in Fig. 14. Please note, dimensions of the sketch are not drawn to
scale.
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